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The two modern liberties of Constant and Berlin
Maria Dimova-Cookson

School of Government and International Affairs, Durham University, Durham, UK

ABSTRACT
The paper challenges the general perception that the positive–negative
freedom discourse privileges negative liberty. It demonstrates that
Constant and Berlin’s dual freedom conceptual scheme contains the
blueprint of a modern concept of positive freedom and it reveals the
nature of negative freedom in an entirely new light. Constant’s ancient
and modern liberties have many similarities with Berlin’s two concepts
of freedom – positive and negative. The paper shows that these
similarities warrant a parallel study and allow us to examine the relation
between the two sides of the freedom dichotomy by using the
compound terms modern/negative and ancient/positive freedom. It is
argued that understanding the relation between the two freedoms
depends on accepting ancient/positive liberty as practiced by the
participants of modern revolutions. Then we can see why this freedom
can both violate and complement modern/negative freedom. The paper
argues that the combined tension and mutual dependency of the two
freedoms can be explained by tapping into a metaphysical study of
human agency, where metaphysics is understood as conceptualisation
of moral experience. This helps demonstrate why Constant’s modern
liberty and Berlin’s negative liberty rely on satisfaction as a key category
reflecting individuals’ capacity for subjective judgement.

KEYWORDS
Modern revolutions; ancient/
positive liberty; modern/
negative liberty; satisfaction;
Benjamin Constant; Isaiah
Berlin

1. Introduction

Benjamin Constant and Isaiah Berlin’s distinctions between two kinds of freedom have been faulted
for being abstract and false either-or dichotomies.1 Constant’s explicit positioning of his two liber-
ties against the respective backdrops of ancient republics and the modern states of France, England
and the United States gives historical content to his theory, but like Berlin he aims at a conceptual
analysis: he speaks about two discrete concepts which differ in fundamental aspects. Despite some
recent scholarly efforts to dissociate Constant’s theory from Berlin’s, I believe we stand to gain by
studying Constant’s dual conceptualisation of liberty in parallel with the arguments in Berlin’s ‘Two
Concepts of Liberty’.2 This will allow us to see better how advanced and prophetic the ideas of the
Swiss-French philosopher have been with respect to capturing the tension between the two liberties
of modern times without, overall, dismissing the significance of either. The benefits of this juxta-
posing of ideas also accrue to Berlin as it reveals some unappreciated dimensions of his, more
famous but more contested, conceptualisation: among other things, it helps substantiate his account
of negative freedom. Constant discusses the actual activities of which modern liberty consists, while
Berlin remains silent about what we do when we have negative freedom.When we study the ideas of
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the two thinkers together we can articulate insights present in Berlin’s arguments but missing in his
definitions: for example, that the space which Berlin carves out for his negative liberty aims to foster
capacity for enjoyment and for trust in one’s own judgement. I show how the category of satisfac-
tion is central to both Constant’s modern and Berlin’s negative freedom.

The juxtaposition of these thinkers’ freedom dualities will help explain how the two different lib-
erties – ancient and modern, in the case of Constant, and positive and negative, in the case of Berlin
– are interrelated. For the purposes of this paper, I will use the compound terms ancient/positive
freedom and modern/negative freedom, where the first conflates Constant’s ancient and Berlin’s
positive freedoms into one category, and the second does the same with Constant’s modern free-
dom with Berlin’s negative one.3 While the interdependence between the two (conflated) concepts
has been discussed, several aspects have not been appreciated.4 Firstly, the interrelation between
ancient/positive and modern/negative freedom changes depending on how the practice of each lib-
erty impacts that of the other. The relation can be one of a head-on collision, but it can also be one
of mutual reinforcement. I will explain why and how this is the case.

Second, the possibility of a collision between the two liberties has not been properly ascertained.
Constant and Berlin, who take the clash of liberties as the logical starting point of their dual con-
ceptualisation of liberty, end up practically dismissing ancient/positive freedom as a genuine form
of freedom when they turn to the real-life examples of modern revolutions. Critics echo Constant’s
denunciation of Rousseau’s republican freedom as enacted by the French Revolution.5 Making the
case that the freedom practiced by the participants and the supporters of modern revolutions is a
real freedom can help develop a better understanding of what ancient/positive liberty actually
means. Only then can we study more systematically how it relates to, and shapes the contents of,
modern/negative freedom. I argue that ancient/positive freedom is a real freedom because it is
based on a voluntary performance of duty exercised in service to institutions which aim to advance
the freedom of all.6

Third, how exactly ancient/positive affects modern/negative liberty could be studied better under
the auspices of metaphysics: in the sense of metaphysics which operates in Rousseau’s and Kant’s
moral philosophy. I suggest that this metaphysics is properly understood as conceptualising the
experience of moral interactions. It is on this terrain that the confrontation as well as the mutual
reinforcement of the two liberties can be best demonstrated. So far there has been a general con-
sensus that the relation between modern/negative and ancient/positive liberty reflects the tensions
and interdependencies between the private and the public spheres. I have argued, however, that the
divide between the two liberties cuts not between but across these two spheres: that is, the inter-
actions between the two liberties take place within both the private and the political spheres.7 In
fact, what is generally termed the private sphere is a complex terrain that encompasses a wide
range of interpersonal relations based on unregulated communications as opposed to political
encounters based on legal obligations and government control. The rise of modern liberty in mod-
ern times reflects the expansion and the increased significance of this sphere. This, in turn, points to
the vital role played by feelings and emotions, including attachments, motivations, dispositions,
desires, pleasures, happiness, the sense of satisfaction, the sense of duty, the drive to self-develop-
ment, and the attraction of moral elevation, among others. The analysis of how these feelings shape
the nature of interpersonal interaction, including the nature of freedom, has been done in the his-
tory of ideas under the auspices of metaphysics: hence a return to it can prove productive.

The paper studies the relation between ancient/positive and modern/negative freedom in two
contexts: first, in section 2, that of the modern revolutions, and second, in sections 3 and 4, that
of the social sphere, through the lens of metaphysics understood as the conceptualisation of
moral experience. Section 2 starts by observing that the duality of freedom is a feature of modernity,
factually and normatively. It focuses on the clash of the two liberties and aims to redress the com-
mon failure of Constant and Berlin to embrace the freedom of modern revolutions as a genuine
freedom. I argue that the freedom of the participants and supporters of modern revolutions –
what I call here ancient/positive freedom – is modern, albeit different frommodern/negative liberty,
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and is real on the grounds that it entails a voluntary performance of duty and engagement with the
ideal of a freedom associated with formal equality. Section 3 explores the relation between the two
liberties in the context of the social sphere and makes the case that a metaphysical approach can
show why and how the two freedoms may both clash with and complement each other. Section
4 turns to Berlin’s critique of positive freedom in his discussion of ‘The retreat to the inner citadel’.8

I argue that his argument entails a conceptual conclusion different from his. As opposed to giving
up on the link between negative freedom and desire, as he suggests, I believe we have grounds for
developing a conceptual link between negative freedom and satisfaction. The need to ‘isolate’ nega-
tive freedom from positive freedom is based on the desirability of protecting some space for the
purposes of developing one’s confidence and trust in one’s own subjective judgement.

2. The liberty of modern revolutions: the modern face of ancient/positive freedom

The duality of liberty is inspired by real-life events and should not be seen merely in conceptual
terms. The conceptualisation is a result of interpreting the facts and articulating their normative
endorsement. Here I would like to show that the logical start of the two thinkers’ argument is a
modern phenomenon which combines liberty and the rejection of liberty. The conceptual duality
of liberty is inspired for Constant by revulsion at the oppressive phases of the French Revolution,
and for Berlin by the control exercised by the totalitarian regimes of the twentieth century, the
Soviet communist regime in particular. These events were manifestations of a particular kind of
liberty – Constant called it ‘ancient’ and Berlin ‘positive’ – but at the same time they led to depri-
vations of liberty through direct violence or more subtle forms of intrusion into moral reasoning.
The French revolution and the twentieth century totalitarian regimes embodied a clash of liberties.
They displayed the possibility of liberty going against itself. The dual conceptualisation Constant
and Berlin used aimed to untangle what happened: on analysis, the liberty which was created by
these events was different from the liberty which was violated. Constant called the latter ‘modern’,
and Berlin called it ‘negative’. Modern liberty, too, has its socio-historical origins: it has its factual
presence in the modern day ‘professions’, in disposals of ‘property’ and in leisure activities which
one can perform ‘without having to account for [one’s] motives or undertakings’; and also in those
modern day customs and laws that protect individuals’ independence.9 Berlin does not offer as good
a sociological picture as Constant but he gives examples of those who practice negative freedom and
value it most: ‘professors, artists and millionaires’.10 Not only are the ancient and positive liberties
different from the modern and negative ones in the way they are practiced, but the former demon-
strably militate against the latter. Constant discusses the demands of the ideologues of the French
Revolution ‘that the citizens should be entirely subjugated in order for the nation to be sovereign’
and Berlin points to how ‘all great revolutions’, in the name of positive freedom, result in ‘a severe
restriction of individual freedoms’.11

Crowder uses the term ‘inversion thesis’ to capture Berlin’s critique of positive freedom. The idea
is that positive liberty may lead to deprivation of freedom: it is the liberty that turns on itself.12

Crowder observes that this disclosure of the dark side of positive freedom has led critics to believe
that in fact Berlin rejects the concept altogether and that he embraces negative freedom as ‘the only
valid or desirable concept of liberty’. But, as Crowder points out, this interpretation ‘is far too
simple’. 13 In fact, it hides one of the most significant elements of the analytical insight of Berlin,
as well as Constant: the identification of ancient/positive freedom as a concept of freedom appli-
cable to the modern world. This disclosure of a clash of liberties forms the background against
which they start their elaborations of the nature of modern/negative freedom. It is a launching
pad into the factual ascertainment and the normative endorsement of their preferred, modern/
negative freedom.14 But a very important assumption is made here, which is not articulated well,
and hence not properly defended, by either of the two thinkers: that the ancient liberty of the French
Revolution and the positive freedom of communist regimes represent a genuine form of freedom.
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Without this, we cannot have the paradox that liberty turns against itself, which is the paradox
encapsulating one of the most problematic aspects of modernity.15

Let me say more about why Constant’s ancient, and Berlin’s positive, freedom should be taken
seriously as liberty and not just in ancient but also in modern contexts. Constant has three depic-
tions of ancient liberty. His first one captures the nature of ancient liberty as practiced in the repub-
lics of antiquity. The second reflects the modern manifestation of ancient liberty in the French
Revolution and in the philosophy of the ‘modern imitators of the republics of antiquity’.16 The
third arises in his commentaries on ‘political liberty’ which refers to modern people’s civic engage-
ment with politics by way of keeping an eye on their representatives. Under this third expression, I
will also include the liberty which in the final paragraphs of LACM Constant associates with ‘self-
development’ and with elevating ‘the largest possible number of citizens to the highest moral pos-
ition’.17 Out of the three depictions, the first one is most ‘real’, in the sense of being presented most
convincingly as a genuine exercise of liberty, but it is not modern. The second and the third depic-
tions, conversely, are modern, yet do not come across as a fully convincing or sufficiently developed
form of freedom. But, on the basis of the three depictions of ancient liberty we could put together a
more accomplished modern vision of ancient liberty, or what I have referred to as ancient/positive
liberty.

Constant achieves his rhetorical objective of convincing his audience that there are two different
liberties by developing a vivid and dynamic image of the exercise of ancient liberty in the ancient
republics, alongside his also compelling depiction of modern liberty. This pre-modern ancient lib-
erty brings together several features, which combine the experience of freedom with its objective
recognition as such. It entails active participation in collective government, which involved collec-
tive law making, judicial ruling, policy decision making and executing what has been agreed. These
jointly practiced political activities were rewarding because the exercise of political power brought ‘a
vivid and repeated pleasure’.18 Objectively, ancient men’s belonging ‘to the ranks of the rulers’ gave
them the status of being free, as contrasted with slaves, who were controlled by others.19 Constant
disapproves of this association between political power and freedom and he objects, on moral
grounds, to the appetite for power in principle.20 But although the ancient liberty of the olden
days is not suited to modern times, it still has an undeniable appeal. ‘It is difficult not to regret
the time when the faculties of man developed along an already trodden path, but in so wide a career,
so strong in their own powers, with such a feeling of energy and dignity.’21 This enjoyment of pol-
itical participation comes at a high personal cost, bringing daily risks and a life of warfare, but the
rewards of status and overall satisfaction outweigh the sacrifice.

Once Constant turns to the events of the French Revolution and the ways in which ancient lib-
erty was applied in modern times, the appeal of this liberty is gone – so much so, that one could
question the extent to which it continues to be a valid form of freedom. The story Constant tells
here is that the implementation of ancient liberty in modern times brought destruction of liberty.

I shall show that, by transposing into our modern age an extent of social power, of collective sovereignty,
which belonged to other centuries, this sublime genius [Jean-Jacques Rousseau], animated by the purest
love of liberty, has nevertheless furnished deadly pretexts for more than one kind of tyranny.22

Was this transferred ancient liberty still a valid form of freedom, albeit with dangerous impli-
cations? The answer to this question has to be ‘yes’ if one can allow a real clash of liberties. Such
clash arises only if the French Revolution, and the spirit in which it was resurrected by its ideologues
and endorsed by its supporters, embodied a version of ancient liberty which fits modern times, yet is
different from modern liberty.

We could construct a picture of the modern version of ancient liberty from three elements. First,
we should note the extent to which Constant endorsed the French Revolution and the ideas of
Rousseau. Second, we can take into account the link he draws between practicing political freedom
and self-development, thus demonstrating how ancient liberty can bring satisfaction in modern
times. A third element presents more difficulties. Constant strongly disapproved of the
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determination of the ideologues to control people’s thoughts and morals. Could the exercise of such
control count as, or even be part of, an exercise of freedom? If the answer is ‘no’, then it would be
difficult to make the case that the modern exercise of ancient liberty can be seen as a form of free-
dom. So the third element of our construction of a viable modern version of ancient freedom would
necessitate finding out how Constant could resolve this problem. Let me say something about each
element in turn.

It is important to observe that Constant embraced the egalitarian tendencies of what he called
our ‘long and stormy’, yet ‘happy’ revolution.23 He lamented the ‘excesses’ of the revolution but
praised its ‘results’ including the dismantling of the pre-revolutionary ‘governments which had
as their strength arbitrary power’.24 He took tremendous pride that there were ‘no longer slaves
among the European nations’.25 As De Luka comments, the ‘deepest significance of 1789 in fact
lay in the birth of a political order based on the universality of individual rights and the rule of
law’.26 Constant praised the Revolution because, for him, it ‘resulted in the permanent dismantling
of the system of legal inequality’.27 In the opening sections of his Principles of Politics Applicable to
All Representative Governments Constant declares that political power is ‘legitimate’ only through
‘the principle of the sovereignty of all people’, based on the supremacy of the general will over any
particular will.28 We have to point out immediately that he refuses to present popular sovereignty as
a form of liberty, but we could pause before we accept this claim.29 When Constant discusses the
nature and outcomes of the Revolution he applies the term liberty only to what he identifies as mod-
ern liberty. The liberty propagated by the ‘authors’ of the Revolution is dismissed, because they ‘had
mistaken, just as the ancients did, the authority of the social body for liberty’.30 But did the ancients
also make an error in seeing their liberty as such? Here Constant retreats from his previous argu-
ment that ancient liberty was legitimate and authentic in its own historical context. But if the auth-
ority of the social body could then be seen as a form of liberty, perhaps it may be seen as such again,
in modern times. My concluding observation here is that the French Revolution gave legitimacy to
the authority of the social body to the extent to which it upheld the principle of formal equality and
to which it was ‘sanctioned by the assent of all’.31 And if we were to acknowledge that the partici-
pants and the supporters of the Revolution were agents of a kind of freedom akin to ancient liberty,
then this would be a modern version of ancient liberty. The commitments to popular sovereignty
and to formal equality are distinctly modern. Constant himself observes that modern ‘governments
have new duties’ as modern people ‘require from the authorities greater respect for customs, for
affections, for the independence of individuals’.32 If modern authorities met the demands of mod-
ern liberty, then one might look more favourably upon their exercise of power. Constant believes
that both legitimate and illegitimate power curb liberty, even though the second does so to a greater
degree.33 We could argue, however, that the legitimacy of modern political power does allow mod-
ern people to see their partaking in this power as an exercise of freedom.

The second element in our reconstruction of a viable concept of modern ancient liberty is the
most obvious one: we can build on Constant’s depiction of political liberty. This is the liberty
which he asks his fellow compatriots to practice in parallel with modern liberty. It is needed as a
‘guarantee’ of modern liberty and is, therefore ‘indispensable’. It is also ‘the most powerful, the
most effective means to self-development’. 34 Constant’s political liberty is the one which he recog-
nises as a genuine form of freedom and a freedom different from, and additional to, modern liberty.
It is a real freedom because it corresponds to and satisfies modern people’s needs as pertaining ‘to
the better part of [their] nature’; it appeases ‘the noble disquiet which pursues and torments [them],
that desire to broaden [their] knowledge and develop [their] faculties’.35 We can observe that, meth-
odologically, Constant’s justification of political freedom is similar to his justification of modern
liberty, in that it relies on explaining the ‘disposition’, the ‘character’, the ‘attachments’ and ‘preoc-
cupations’ of modern people, and that which ‘supplies their needs’ and ‘satisfies their desires’.36

There is more to modern people than attachment to individual independence and to happiness
found in ‘the enjoyment of security in private pleasures’.37 Modern (modern/negative) liberty
satisfies only some of their needs. The conclusion here is that political (ancient/positive) liberty
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is based on the elevation of citizens to ‘the highest moral position’ and that this elevation is experi-
enced as a satisfaction of a need embedded in the ‘better part of our nature’.38

We now come to the third element that is crucial in adjudicating whether the freedom of the
French Revolution can count as a legitimate kind of freedom. The question is whether the exercise
of collective power could count as freedom in the modern context. Put succinctly, the problem is
that ‘social power injured individual independence in every possible way, without destroying the
need for it’.39 Can that be liberty which destroys liberty? If we look back into why ancient people
partook of this freedom, we can see that the problem of the subjection of the individual to the will of
the collective is not insurmountable. Constant’s approach to this is that a sacrifice of independence
for political right, while acceptable for the citizens of the ancient republics as they had little to lose
and much to gain, is unacceptable for the moderns. But this explanation does not capture fully the
essence of collective freedom. The freedom of the participants of the collective body is based on the
performance of their duty. Following a moral imperative entails an element of sacrificing aspects of
personal wellbeing, and this remains true in modern times. When in the final pages of LACM Con-
stant beckons his fellow moderns to engage with political liberty, he makes it clear that some
sacrifice of happiness is involved. Making the link between duty and ancient liberty explicit
makes ancient liberty transferable to modern times.40 The supporters of the French Revolution
exercised a modern version of ancient liberty because they participated in or endorsed the new pol-
itical establishment in the spirit of duty. Also, I argue here, the nature of the political establishment
matters: its explicit commitment to promoting liberty makes a difference when we judge whether
service to it is a form of freedom.

In the context of duty, the submission of the personal to the collective is voluntary. This still
leaves the issue of the link between oppressive political power and liberty unresolved. Could forcing
others in the name of freedom be seen as a legitimate freedom? The ancients had an easier solution
to this. In their case, we could say that they were simultaneously on the two sides of the political
power: they were under it but they also exercised it. They were forced to perform duties which
nonetheless they had chosen to perform. And this is arguably the practice and the mindset
which Rousseau tried to revive by attempting to persuade his compatriots that by obeying the
body politic man obeys none other but himself.41 But in modern times, the sacrifice of individual
enjoyments is more costly because ‘the progress of civilization, the commercial tendency of the
age, the communication amongst peoples, have infinitely multiplied and varied the means of per-
sonal happiness’.42 Obedience to self-imposed duty and to others, is much harder for modern
people. That does not mean it is impossible, or indeed undesirable. Constant laments the loss of
civic spirit among the moderns and so he should have celebrated this civic spirit in the context
of the French Revolution and acknowledged its conceptual affinity to a legitimate form of freedom,
which is to acknowledge the validity of ancient liberty in modern times.43 I would make the qua-
lification that this could be a valid freedom only for those who endorsed and followed the ideals of
the Revolution.

Is there a cut-off point at which the exercise of liberty should no longer be recognised as such on
the grounds that it leads to a deprivation of the liberty of others? Does the Terror of the French
Revolution automatically disqualify it as an exercise of any kind of freedom? Do the controls of
communist regimes in their various forms – ranging from the spying of the secret police to the
imprisonment of dissidents – imply that the voluntary dutiful service of citizens to the ideals of
communism and the wellbeing of the nation is not an exercise of positive freedom? Did the func-
tionaries of the Revolution lose their credibility of as fighters for liberty once they started, like Robe-
spierre, to control morals through the law, or like Abbé de Mably, to treat ‘all human passions’ with
austerity, intolerance and hatred?44 Many would be tempted to say ‘yes’. De Luca speaks of Con-
stant’s intention to protect the ideals of the Revolution ‘by translating the principles of 1789 into
a stable political-constitutional regime’. ‘Constant was the Thermidorian intellectual par excellence,
in the sense that he more than anyone else worked to separate the revolution from the Terror, to
save 1789 from 1793.’45 Hence for De Luca, the Revolution did, and the Terror did not, carry the
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spirit of modernity, liberty and universality of individual rights. Interestingly, he also allows for a
different interpretation of the Terror, which ascribes certain progressive values to it. He points out
that Constant did not recognise the ‘novelty of Jacobinism’, a novelty which ‘depended on links
between the Terror and a certain part of the revolutionary galaxy, namely, those revolutionaries
who saw the event as a new beginning and who believed in the regeneration of man through poli-
tics’.46 So one could read even the Terror into a modern version of ancient liberty.

Holmes leans in the opposite direction – neither the Terror nor the Revolution represent a gen-
uine form of liberty. He endorses Constant’s portrayal of the Revolution as a ‘parody of liberty’. The
oppression which followed it differed from traditional autocracies because the latter did not need
the rhetoric of liberty. He believes that this was ‘perhaps the signal contribution of the revolutionary
generation to modern political development: the decoration of oppression with the symbols and
rhetoric of freedom’. Hence what we witness on the political arena is not a clash between modern
and ancient liberty, but between modern liberty and ‘ancient ostracism’.47 In a similar vein, Dodge
observes that one of Constant’s greatest contributions is his illuminating of the nature of modern
dictatorships.48 This reflects Constant’s own comments that modern authorities employ new
methods of control, whether they are or are not ‘inclined to imitate the republics of antiquity’,
thus independently of whether they claim to rule in the name of liberty or not.49 But we may
want to draw a distinction between political power exercised in the name of liberty and that
which is not. The former could display genuine features of the modern version of ancient liberty
to the extent that its supporters partake of the ideal of freedom as upholding the value of formal
equality and perform voluntary service to the social body.

Like Constant, Berlin portrays the manifestation of positive freedom through the experience of
modern revolutions and thus sees collective exercises of power as an assault on freedom. In a similar
fashion, the two thinkers depict how freedom could be violated in the name of freedom, and both
are uncertain whether, in such a case, the offending freedom – the misapplied ancient or the positive
one – should be recognised as an authentic form of freedom. They both incline towards renouncing
ancient/positive freedom, but they both allocate it a place within their conceptual frame. As Holmes
observes, Constant ‘insisted from the start that the influence of citizens on legislation was a form of
freedom’.50 Berlin recognises that he ‘ought to have made it clearer that positive liberty is as noble
and basic an ideal as negative’: that is, even though in many of his arguments he in effect dismisses it
as freedom, conceptually, he is committed to it.51 For both of them outrage at the destructive poten-
tial of modern revolutions leads to the realisation that real freedom can create big problems. Free-
dom is the dream but also the curse of modernity. This is the opening act of the drama of their
respective speeches on freedom, LACM and TCL. We have factual and conceptual issues brought
together. The fact is the oppressive practices of modern revolutions fought in the name of liberty.
The conceptual work includes the recognition of the freedom of the revolutions as a real form of
freedom, the identification of the assaulted freedom as that of individuals’ independence and the
declaration that these two freedoms should not be confused with each other.

The conceptual distinction captures this moment of complete opposition. Factually it expresses
the complete mutual exclusion. Normatively, or conceptually, it captures the realisation that two
sets of practices, both akin to liberty, and, as such, both valuable, can be mutually exclusive. The
first relationship which we observe between the two freedoms is one of contrast. The alleged rigidity
(‘too sharp’) of the positive–negative freedom distinction comes from the tension between practices
which the concepts aim to capture.52 The possibility of this tension is the principal justification for
having two concepts of freedom. Both Constant and Berlin present scenarios where the two ‘oppo-
site’ freedoms can in fact work together.53 So the tension, the complete opposition between the
practices reflected by the concepts, is temporary and context-dependent.54 The clash helps us see
that ancient/positive freedom is freedom even though it militates against modern/negative freedom,
and that thus reconciliation, when possible, is highly desirable. It also shows why, even when the
freedoms can be reconciled, they should be kept conceptually separate.
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3. The moral dynamics of the modern liberties

Once the modern version of ancient liberty is accepted and understood, one can start to untangle
the specific features of Constant’s modern and Berlin’s negative liberty respectively. The dangers of
ancient/positive freedom become the central lead in building the contents and setting the remit of
modern/negative liberty. The sneaky and sinister nature of modern ostracism, censorship, punish-
ment of moral impropriety, ideological propaganda and control of private lives led liberal thinkers
to articulate a concept of liberty which erected defences against these injuries. The complexity of the
assault on liberty perpetrated by modern governments, some of which ruled in the name of liberty,
translated into Constant’s complex notion of modern liberty. It combined a list of individual rights,
a demand that power be non-arbitrary, and repeated insistence on ‘the enjoyment of security in pri-
vate pleasures’ which is not necessarily implicit in the list of rights.55 On the face of it, Berlin’s
response to the positive freedom threat is a simpler definition of negative freedom, but we shall
see in section 4, that his concept is, like Constant’s, quite complex.56

It is generally accepted that in order to shield modern liberty from the encroachments of ancient
liberty, Constant had to draw some protective boundaries around the private sphere. In the words
of Marcel Gauchet, the ‘essence of any regime of liberty is to define and secure the boundaries
between these two spheres’, namely

a civil sphere constituted by relations established at the initiative of individual agents when they use their free-
dom to own property, to forge alliances, to express themselves, or to worship, and a political sphere, consti-
tuted exclusively by certain specific requirements of collective life.57

There is also a consensus that ‘the civil sphere’ does not encapsulate merely the private or the per-
sonal in the sense of some form of isolated, asocial individual existence. ‘The crucial point’, Holmes
insists, ‘is that modern liberty cannot be described in a privative fashion. It is not freedom from
society, but rather freedom in society’.58 Other iterations of the distinction include state/society,
political/extra political, public/private, and political/moral.59 Clearly the area which Constant
would like to protect in order to shield modern liberty is complex: it is about the individual’s inde-
pendence in the context of a personal but not asocial space, and importantly, it is separated from the
political in order to avoid direct exposure to political power. The impossibility and undesirability of
a complete separation of the two spheres are also noted. Holmes claims that Constant drew the dis-
tinction between modern and ancient liberty ‘sharply’ not to indicate the imperviousness of the
boundary between the private and the public spheres, but on the contrary, ‘to emphasise the
tight interdependence of public influence and private security’. 60

I would like to raise two related questions here. Does the boundary between the social and the
political spheres capture correctly the distinction between modern/negative and ancient/positive
ancient liberty? And if, as I will argue, the distinction cuts across, and not between, the two spheres,
does this shed new light on how we should understand the contents of the social sphere and, related
to this, the relevance of metaphysics for political theory? The answer to these two questions will
allow me to explain an aspect of Constant’s modern and Berlin’s negative liberty which has not
been recognised so far: their conceptual link with satisfaction. Let me look at these two questions
in turn.

Did Constant’s boundary between the social and the political spheres offer an effective protection
of the former? According to Gauchet, not only did it fail to do so, but in fact the opposite occurred.
In his analysis, what we witness after the French Revolution is ‘a pathological increase of the gov-
ernment’s power over society when what was needed was precisely the opposite: the emancipation
of society and its individual members, whom history had brought to the fore, breaking down old
constraints in the process’.61 While modern people became aware of their increased rights to pro-
tection of private independence, modern governments smartened up and found more effective ways
to exercise political power by tapping into the ways of manipulating the workings of the social
sphere.
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The undeniable secession and self-constitution of the civil sphere, which Constant believed will be logically
obliged to limit the prerogatives and mandates of the social power, has in fact gone hand in hand with
strengthening of the influence and extension of the competence of the political apparatus.62

The practices of power and control have sneaked into the social sphere and the new methods were
‘to organise in detail rather than to compel crudely; to lay down minute rules rather than to issue
sweeping edicts; to incite rather than prohibit’.63

Gauchet is explaining a phenomenon familiar to Constant and his readers: that the modern exer-
cise of ancient liberty impinges on the individuals’ independence seen by modern people as their
prime form of liberty. But Gauchet observes a paradox – ‘the grip of the state tightened even as
the zone of individual independence widened’ – which allows us to see that the terrain typically
associated with modern liberty is also the terrain within which ancient/positive liberty is exer-
cised.64 The important battlefield of the two modern liberties occurs within the ‘extra-political’
social sphere, the sphere which has expanded not only because of the ‘infinitely multiplied and var-
ied…means of personal happiness’ created in modern times but also because this new universe of
extra-political social interactions has been infiltrated by modern political authorities.65

How are we to untangle ‘the great and deeply mysterious transformation from which modern
society arose’? One avenue which has not been explored is to elicit the ways in which the practice
of ancient liberty took place not only in the state but also in society. This practice was associated not
only with control of others but also with voluntary forms of engagement with ideals of common
good. The ‘active and constant participation in collective power’, characteristic of ancient liberty,
once transferred to modern times, does not have to be ‘constant’ or only in politics.66 Constant’s
remark at the end of his lecture about the association of political liberty with the self-development
andmoral elevation of citizens suggests that the exercise of this liberty could become part and parcel
of the personal life of modern people. The performance of duty does not belong only to politics, it
can be part of all spheres of social activity including the most private interactions. This can be seen
as another way in which ancient liberty has been modernised: it is not the exclusive property of a
republican establishment but an aspect of the extra-political. And if we appreciate how ancient lib-
erty functions in this framework, we can see another way in which the two liberty concepts relate to
each other: they are no longer in full opposition. Although they are different enough and in a pos-
ition to undercut each other, generating the need for ‘balance’, there is nonetheless a deep connec-
tion between them which makes each ultimately indispensable for the exercise of the other. In the
worlds of Holmes ‘each [of the two liberties] proposes and vitalises the other, and neither can sur-
vive in isolation’.67 He, however, sees the interaction between the two freedoms as a form of the
interdependence of the public and the private realm. I would like to say that the relation between
the two freedoms can be understood better if we look into the dynamics of the expanded social
sphere, and explaining this may take some ‘metaphysics’.

In this context, Charles Taylor’s depiction of the key features of modern concepts of liberty can
throw light on the framework within which the relation between modern/negative and ancient/
positive liberty can be understood. In his assessment of Kant’s theory of liberty, Taylor turns to
Constant’s comparison between modern and ancient liberty and offers his own three-feature sketch
of the contrast between modern theories of liberty and the ancient category of freedom. The notion
of freedom for the ancient world, firstly, only makes sense against a ‘political matrix’; secondly, it
accepts that some are not entitled to be free, and thirdly, it is ‘relatively unconnected to a metaphys-
ical theory about what freedom consists in’. Modern concepts of freedom are different on all three
counts, and I will emphasise the third: they ‘are linked with metaphysical views about the nature of
man’.68

It matters how we read ‘metaphysical’ and ‘the nature of man’ here. I would suggest we do not
take these to refer to categories that reflect something ‘pre-social’ or outside the context of experi-
ence. In fact, a good way to understand how modern concepts of freedom are metaphysical would
be to look at the moral philosophies of Rousseau and Kant. Taylor argues that both of them ‘turned
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the tables’ on the ‘naturalistic variant’ of modern freedom as espoused by Hobbes and Benthamwho
separated freedom frommoral motivation. The ‘naturalistic variant’ has been and still is regarded as
‘a safer bulwark for the radical endorsement of individual choice than any moral theory of true free-
dom distinguished from licence’. But Taylor argues that although Rousseau and Kant reconnected
morality and freedom, they did so in a fashion that did not detract from but superseded the radic-
alism of the ‘naturalistic Enlightenment’.69 His idea is that in the case of Rousseau and Kant, this
link does not constrain freedom within the bounds of morality: the order of the connection has been
reversed. Freedom has become the central moral category and the content of morality is defined in
the light of its compatibility with freedom. Freedom becomes ‘the central concept of morality, in
that all other ethical goals are expressed in terms of it, and are explicated by it.’70

The lesson here is that, as Berlin argues, it takes metaphysics to understand positive freedom,
but, pace him, metaphysics should be understood not as abstract theorising about universal and
unchangeable human nature, but as the conceptualisation of the experience of moral interaction.
Constant’s philosophy of freedom fits the moral paradigm of Rousseau’s and Kant’s philosophy
and not the paradigm of the naturalistic Enlightenment, ‘according to which there are just desires,
and no higher moral impulses about which the ordinary man can be mistaken’.71 His theory of lib-
erty is radical in the Rousseauian and Kantian fashion of ‘offering a more [that is, than the natur-
alistic Enlightenment] uncompromising form of the same basic conception of freedom as self-
determination.’ To be really self-determining for Rousseau and Kant, one must recover contact
with one’s ‘authentic self, with the voice within, which is also the voice of conscience.’72 In other
words, the understanding of individual freedom is anchored in a concept of positive freedom.73

Hence a lot hinges on understanding positive freedom correctly. There is a cluster of interconnected
features which explain the mechanism of this freedom: endorsement of an ideal of a common
good,74 voluntary subordination of personal objectives to this common good, and the exercise of
will-power in order to control the routine disposition to do what is pleasant. These features explain
why positive freedom, despite the requirement for sacrifice or subordination of the personal to the
communal, is still freedom. The subordination is voluntary and the ideal of common good gives
one’s action legitimacy, significance and a potentially wide impact. These features also explain
why this form of freedom can come into conflict with modern liberty, seen as protecting the
space within which people can follow ‘their inclinations or whims’.75

Constant’s modern liberty is associated with the pursuit of happiness and his political (or
ancient/positive) liberty with the fulfilment of duty. But we will not understand fully why happiness
is so important for modern liberty if we do not acknowledge the metaphysics of ancient/positive
freedom. The latter involves one’s capacity for an independent judgement about the nature of
the common good and for a personal commitment to serve this good. Arguably the capacities
needed for the exercise of duty are developed in the context of modern liberty first. For Constant,
modern liberty is based on ‘peaceful enjoyment of private independence’, having multiple ‘means of
personal happiness’, and ‘enjoyment of security in private pleasures’; it protects ‘repose’ and ‘com-
fort’. Modern liberty is about the ‘[satisfaction of] desires, without the intervention of authorities’,
about preventing ‘collective power’ from meddling with ‘private speculations’.76 Constant’s empha-
sis on enjoyment, privacy and pleasure does not aim to depict modern people as devoid of personal
or civic responsibility. Nor does it align him with the naturalistic Enlightenment of Hobbes and
Bentham with its ‘new view of morality’ no longer connected to ‘qualities of motivation’ where
‘men determine their purposes out of themselves, unconstrained by external demands of hin-
drances’.77 As I have previously argued, virtue can be freely chosen only if there is an environment
within which one can resist pressures for moral conformity.78 I believe Constant’s focus on experi-
ences of enjoyment and happiness aims to explain the type of environment within which one can
develop confidence and trust in one’s own judgement. Crucial here is the role of satisfaction. Some
of the most memorable passages of Constant’s lecture LACM contain his comments about why
modern people are attached to modern liberty and ancient people to ancient liberty. In both
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cases it comes down to a judgment about the trade-off between options, about which attachments
are stronger, and about which sacrifices pay off:

It follows that we must be far more attached than the ancients to our individual independence. For the
ancients when they sacrificed that independence to their political rights, sacrificed less to obtain more;
while in making the same sacrifice, we would give more to obtain less.79

What counts as freedom depends on how the trade-off between individual independence and duty
is resolved. But how is this judgment made? How do we know when a sacrifice pays off? It is here, I
believe, that the notion of satisfaction plays a significant role. Satisfaction plays the role of a sub-
jective judgement, of a personal validation. It is the evidence that an undertaken course of action
is an outcome of individual’s own choice.80 This capacity for independent judgement, this trust
in my own feelings of enjoyment and approval, are not pre-given. They need to be developed
and Constant believes that this can happen in the context of ‘security in private pleasures’. The
skill of trusting one’s own satisfaction as a form of subjective judgement is later needed for the exer-
cise of duty. This is because modern people would not accept enforcement of virtue: they believe in
self-development and duty but they want to find their own path in achieving them. For modern
people duty is desirable only if voluntarily undertaken. Hence the capacity to judge what is satis-
factory and when a sacrifice pays off is part and parcel of attaining ‘the highest moral position’.
This difficult dialectic of commitment to duty in the context of free choice is conveyed here:

We are modern men, who wish each to enjoy our own rights, each to develop our own faculties as we like best
… and needing the authorities only to give us the general means of instruction which they can supply, as tra-
vellers accept from them the main roads without being told by them which route to take.81

This reading of modern/negative liberty as the space needed for developing the capacity to trust
one’s own feelings can explain why it has to be conceptualised as different from ancient/positive
liberty. The latter works through the power of moral ideals and through the scrutiny of the value
of personal desires. While this is constitutive of the freedom of duty, it is counterproductive for
the exercise of modern/negative freedom, which includes access to ‘repose’ and ‘comfort’.

4. Berlin’s negative freedom and avoiding the retreat to the inner citadel

The section ‘The retreat to the inner citadel’ is one of the most powerful, thought provoking and
evocative sections of Berlin’s famous essay on the two concepts of liberty. It does a lot of work
in capturing readers’ imagination and cultivating their acceptance of Berlin’s project. Even a sym-
pathiser of positive freedom, after reading this section, will see that there can be problems with the
way it is practiced. But as with some other aspects of his work, Berlin here succeeds in engaging the
readers with a powerful insight but fails to draw the correct conceptual conclusion. He shows that
when we are under pressure to transform our desires – either in the name of worthy ideals or due to
the burden of harsh circumstances – something of genuine value is lost. When under threat of pun-
ishment or in pursuit of the ‘self-emancipation of ascetics or quietists, of stoics or Buddhist sages’,
people tend to withdraw from the world into their inner self, to shrink, to give up on what they care
for in order to protect themselves from pain or exposure to risk.82 For Berlin this is a misguided
pursuit of independence: independence sought not through overcoming obstacles but through
‘self-abnegation’.83

The conceptual conclusion Berlin draws on the basis of his insights into the inner logic of reli-
gious transformation and the positive freedom of Kantian autonomy is that we should not define
negative freedom as being able to do what we desire. Negative freedom should not be linked to
desire or to what makes one ‘feel free’ because desires change and feelings can be manipulated.84

When we seek freedom we should not look inwards and transform ourselves, but outwards, and
remove obstacles imposed on us by others. Whether all examples of self-transformation described
in this section do really pertain to positive freedom, can be questioned,85 but either way, Berlin
makes a strong case that transformation of desires can lead to the loss of something valuable.
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Yet he does not spell out correctly what exactly is being threatened here and how it can be protected.
I believe that what he shows is that what is lost in the process of adjusting, reshaping, modifying
one’s initial desires is exactly that – the desires themselves. This is what Berlin refers to in his
own examples: ‘I begin by desiring happiness, or power, or knowledge, or the attainment of
some specific object.’ But then, as a result of the pressure of a tyrant, I change my desires in
order to reduce the pain from the oppression.

I no longer feel attached to property, no longer care whether or not I am in prison[;] if I have killed within
myself my natural affections, then he cannot bend me to his will, for all that is left of myself is no longer subject
to empirical fears or desires.86

It seems to me that in order to counterbalance the pressure to transform, one needs to develop
confidence in one’s normal desires, the desires one has to begin with. Berlin critiques the ‘metaphys-
ical foundation’ on which positive freedom rests, the metaphysics of transitioning from the empiri-
cal to the higher self.87 But his perceptive critique sketches the alternative metaphysics of negative
freedom, or what I have called the metaphysics of the empirical self.88 He shows that the empirical
self has something that has been lost in the higher self89 – the spontaneity, innocent self-centredness
of the initial desires, natural attachments to people and things.90 The question here is, how do we
learn to value and protect the desires we have to begin with.

At the end of the section, Berlin shows that when under pressure to transform desires, we have a
choice – we can look inwards and modify dispositions and attachments, or we can look outwards
and fight. The first path may often be the easier to follow, but I agree with Berlin that in the name of
modern/negative liberty, we should choose the second one. To do so, we need the confidence that
what we want here and now is fine and worthy of being acted upon. The appeal to negative freedom,
if it is to resist the pressure to succumb to change, must explicitly endorse the feelings, dispositions,
desires and attachments one has, and portray these as an essential component of the concept. Berlin
said that Constant was the ‘most eloquent of all defenders of freedom and privacy’.91 He declared
that Constant was ‘[his] inspiration’ for his inaugural lecture on liberty; that he was ‘abler and more
original as a theorist than anybody in his time…miles better than Mill, and even Tocqueville’.92 I
believe this wholehearted endorsement of Constant’s modern liberty implies that the richness and
subtleties of this concept resonated with those of Berlin’s own.

Negative freedom aims to protect not only from political and legal, that is, overtly coercive,
powers but also from pressures exercised by communities, including communities to which one
belongs: ‘to be deprived of my liberty at the hands of my family or friends or fellow citizens is to
be deprived of it just as effectively’.93 The liberty deprivation in such cases is not one of forceful
interference but one of pressure to adjust one’s attitude and demeanour. It is immaterial whether
the values held by these communities are respectful or whether their ruling elites channel the inter-
ests of their members: ‘accountability is not enough: governments may be accountable to majorities
which can be turned this way or that way by unscrupulous demagogues or charismatic leaders’.94

The legitimacy of the exercised power does not diminish the degree of liberty deprivation. Berlin
insists that this aspect of negative freedom is captured best by Constant and he turns to it when
he tries to explain why his own position should be distinguished from a ‘Hayekian-Thatcherite doc-
trine’ of ‘unbridled laissez-faire and a minimal state’.95 His distinct claim is one for ‘a minimum
degree of privacy and negative liberty’; for ‘laws that guarantee Constant’s minimum private
space, and therefore [for] constitutions, whether written or as good as written, accepted without
much question’.96 Constant and Berlin’s modern/negative freedom is thus not the laissez-faire free-
dom, but the freedom which allows one to resist the moral pressures underpinning most forms of
power. They envisage this would be achieved through a legal protection of the private sphere. This is
a problematic solution, however, because modern times led to an expansion of the private sphere,
making one question how ‘minimal’ the needed protection should be. This expansion has also
introduced a significant complication: the private sphere is not only the terrain of personal inde-
pendence but also the space within which individual liberty is most vulnerable, as discussed earlier
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in the paper. Finally, summarising the essence of negative liberty in terms of protecting a minimal
space fails to convey what it means to be free in that sense. I argued that satisfaction and happiness
play a special role in the moral psychology of Constant’s modern liberty and I believe that Berlin’s
powerful rhetoric in ‘The retreat to the inner citadel’ leads to the same conclusion about his negative
freedom.

5. Conclusion

Avital Simhony observes that ‘[i]nterpreting Constant’s modern liberty from the perspective of
negative–positive freedom à la Berlin, places Constant squarely in the liberal camp of liberal free-
dom as non-interference’.97 This is an undesirable outcome but sadly one that reflects correctly
what Berlin’s perspective on freedom is commonly taken to mean. My purpose is to change this
view, some responsibility for which rests with Berlin. Constant and Berlin’s conceptual distinctions
reflect the genuine clash of liberties which occurred in the context of modern revolutions. Contrary
to some claims, these distinctions are not ‘normatively superficial’.98 They set out the grounds for
understanding and accepting a concept of ancient/positive freedom. Although Constant and Berlin
officially champion modern/negative freedom, they sketch out a modern version of ancient liberty
which consists of the voluntary performance of duty in service of institutions aiming to promote the
freedom of all. They both endorse their ancient/positive freedom with hesitation and lack of con-
sistency, but the presence of this concept indicates correctly that their theories have the metaphys-
ical depth and insight we associate with the prominent exponents of positive freedom, like
Rousseau, Kant and T.H. Green.

Ancient/positive liberty as practiced by the participants in and supporters of modern revolutions
is liberty even when it clashes directly with modern liberty; even then it is a legitimate exercise of
freedom. When this clash occurs, it warrants a robust protection of modern/negative liberty. How-
ever, even when ancient/positive liberty does not clash directly with modern/negative liberty – that
is, when ideals of the common good are received well – some degree of protection for modern/nega-
tive liberty is necessary. This is because the moral ambition and forthrightness in the practice of
ancient/positive freedom can be detrimental to, what I have argued to be, one of the main functions
of modern/negative liberty – fostering an environment where one’s capacity for voluntary engage-
ment is developed. Constant believes that virtue should be chosen freely. But the capacity to choose
freely, crucial for the exercise of ancient/positive freedom, is not pregiven. It is nurtured in the prac-
tice of modern/negative freedom, in the protected space for enjoyment, leisure and satisfaction. We
can see why, even when the two freedoms work for each other, they need to be separated.

It is recognised that Constant’s freedom includes aspects of positive freedom.99 But what is less
noted is that Constant discusses these aspects under the category of his ‘other’ freedom, as does Ber-
lin. This is a similarity which is not much discussed, yet is very significant. It indicates that not only
Constant but also Berlin work with a more complex notion of negative freedom: a concept that
endorses, indirectly, the values of positive freedom, and among other things functions as a prepara-
tory step for it. Although modern/negative freedom is distinct from and often opposed to ancient/
positive liberty, it is conceptually designed by philosophers who care about the intricacies of human
development and of human interaction in social and political terms.
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